SFX Machine™
Voice-changer Toy

SFX Machine, an audio effects program for Mac and Windows, has been ported to the GeneralPlus GPCE4096A chip for the toy market. SFX Machine applies a wide variety of funny voice-changer effects, including standard effects like robot voice and gender change (pitch up/down) as well as a number of unusual effects.

SFX Machine has won multiple Editor’s Choice awards and been used in numerous video games and movies (including “Kill Bill” and NASA's International Space Station promotional video), as well as in hit songs by famous musicians:

- Motley Crüe
- Nine Inch Nails
- The Crystal Method
- BT (composer, singer, songwriter and Hollywood film score producer)
- George Black (for Madonna, Prince, Stevie Nicks, & Stevie Wonder)

The SFX Machine demo board can apply any of the following 12 audio effects to the user’s voice:

- Boings
- Cauldron
- Glissando Up + Filter Sweep
- Multivox
- Munchkin Chorus
- Pitch Shift Up
- Pitch Panic
- Pitch Shift Down
- RoboTalk Vibrato
- Velvet Chimes
- Vibrato
- Warped Speech

Selected additional effects can be added from our library of hundreds of presets. A simulator is available at http://www.sfxmachine.com/simulator/.